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"Sex, Love, and
Letters" Evaluates
Letter lrrplications

E W

Student Production Misses Mark

SEAN LaLIBERTE '13
FEATURES CONTR1BUTOR

In a society such as ours, one seemingly addictea to
t he pixilated screens of computers, televisions, and the
latest hand-held media device from Apple, it can come
as a shock to hear of individuals who draw their deepest inspiration from the black and white pages of literature. Imagine, then, the awe of the audience attending Thursday's "Sex, Love and Letters" lecture given
by noted author and Trinity alumna Judith G. Coffin,
as they heard firsthand the emotionally charged stories of those most deeply moved by the work of French
feminist and existentialist writer Simone de Beauvoir.
Coffin, who teaches at the University of Texas and
received her PhD in modern French history from Yale
University, prepared her lecture with access to over a
thousand letters from devoted fans to Beauvoir in the
years following the release of her 1949 novel "The
Second Sex," a work that Coffin contends stands
alongside the "Kinsey Reports" as some of the foremost and defining literature on gender and sexuality
in the mid-20th century.

see COFFIN on page 10

Row '91 Appointed
Chapel Curator
Alumnus, Advisory Board Member
Adds to List of Roles at College

IDP Program Faces Possible Elimination
ELIZABETII ANDERSON '10
NEWS WRITER

Due to economic downturn, the Individualized
Degree Program (IDP) will be undergoing major
reconstruction. The program will continue to operate , but it is speculated that changes will be made by
cutting parts of it.
Trinity's IDP, a Program designed in the early
1970s to provide an alternative to the standard fouryear classroom program, is open to adults ages 23
and older. The program is the oldest adult degree

program in the nation, a n d Trinity has graduated
more than 650 IDP students .
The administration is hesitant to release details
about the changes, citing it as premature, but
assures IDP students that their needs will still be
met. Nonetheless, students are very concerned.
Rumors speculate that IDP staff will be eliminat·
ed, that the program may be delegated to other
departments, that there has been a freeze on IDP
student recruitment, and that funding has already

see INDIVIDUALIZED on page 7

Dorms Will Compete to Reduce Energy Use
REBECCA BROWN '11
MANAGING EDITOR

-- --. DOmilWAllt

Due to the installation of electric meters in all 27 of
Trinity College's residence halls, a competition will be
held this week to see which dorm can decrease its
energy consumption by the highest percentage.
Starting Monday, Nov. 9, the competition will run for
six days until Saturday, Nov. 14.
"Ma ny oth er highly respected schools, with Duke
h olding t h e model for t h e event, h ave hosted t hese
competitions before, and t h e stu dent response was
always very strong," said Jess Cote '12, an organizer of
the event. "There was nothing in the books saying that
a small school like ours couldn't have an event as sue-

-

EUZABETII AGRESTA ' 11
ARTS EDITOR

On Sunday, Nov. 8, Dr. Christopher D.H. Row '91
was appointed to the newly-created post of Trinity
College Chapel Curator during the Chapel's weekly
Vespers service. He was chosen for this post "in
recognition of his extraordinary knowledge of the
Chapel and his dedication to educational ministry,"
according to a press release on the Trinity College
Web site.
Row graduated Phi Beta Kappa from Trinity and
went on to receive his M.Div, as well a s AM. and
Ph.D. degrees in art and architectural history from
Harvard University. His dissertation discussed the
architectural philosophies of Philip H . Frohman, the
man who designed Trinity College Chapel and
Washington National Cathedral, and for whom
Frohman-Robb Dormitory is named.
"The Trinity College Chapel, even in its unfinished state, is one of the finest examples of Gothic
Revival architecture in the entire world," said Row.
"When completed in all its magnificence , as lovingly
envisioned by its architect, the Chapel will stand as
he and its donor intended: as a peerless testament to
the glory of God."
Row gave a sermon during Sunday's Vespers
service, reading, among other things , excerpts from
a letter se nt to Frohma n by a 1930s Ha rtford r esident who commented on wha t a shining beacon t h e
Ch apel was fo r a rea residents . After t he h omily, Row
was inducted into the office of Chapel Curator by
President James F. Jones, Jr. College Chaplain
Allison Read presided over the service, calling the

NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS '11 I ARTS EDITOR

see ENERGY on page 6

Signs in the Jackson laundry room encourage students to participate.
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Tripod Editorial
The Times are A-Changin'
The comments posted on
the Tripod website have
never ceased to be a source of
entertainment and not
always in a good way. The
(in)famous debates waged
online are legendary (well,
they are if you're a Tripod
staffer and 20 percent of your
time is spent in the Jackson
basement living and breathing all things Trinity).
Who can forget the playboy party wars of Spring
2008, the commentary following the racism rally last fall,
or the upset over Cleo's
"Pimps and Hos" party this
semester? And then there are
the other comments - the
ones blasting the staffers for
poor writing, poor reporting,
poor stylistic errors.
As a freshman I visited
the site infrequently because,
frankly, nothing I was writing
was noteworthy enough to
garner comments, but as a
junior and now Managing
Editor I feel like I'm sitting
down for a midterm every
time I type the address into
my browser. Which pair of
fresh eyes is going to catch
that typo I didn't at 3 a.m.?
Which non-participating commentator who can't bring
himself to post his name is
going call our News section
sloppy?
A portion of the criticism
is legitimate. Over the past
few years the Tripod has
absolutely printed errors,
some as innocuous as gram matical mistakes, some far
more serious. I won't bother
offering an explanation about
how many hours we put in, or
how few students out of the
many who go here help,
because I do think it's fair to
say we brought this upon ourselves, and it is our responsibility to represent the school
well with a factually correct,
clean newspaper.
I will even go further and

say that the majority of criticism I hear (with notable
exceptions) from students
doesn't really bother me.
After all, if I really wanted
revenge I could just go jeer
the soccer team or boo during
ConnPIRG meetings. We're
all young, trying our best,
and learning.
What does bother me, on
the other hand, is the recent
influx of online comments
from alumni. I'm not against
school spirit - on the contrary, I think it says a lot
about this school that so
many of the alumni still feel
connected to Trinity enough
to care to read the student
newspaper. But when I see a
series of long-gone graduates
offer their criticism, it gives
me pause. While we're aware
that professors, administrators, parents, and alumni
read our newspaper, the
Tripod is essentially put out
by students for students current students, that is.
One online commenter
this week, who graduated in
1947, said that he struggled
with "this rag" every week,
and if the Tripod was "any
indication of how Trinity is in
this 21st century," then he
didn't want any part of it.
"Students against students;
students against Professors;
Professors against students;
students against administration; and everybody against
those terribly racist whiteboards!" he wrote. He went on
to describe an idyllic institution still governed by the
motto "For the Church and
For the Nation" - "Maybe we
are just crotchety old men,"
he wrote. "But let me tell you,
I am content to reminisce
about the good old days when
we knew our place, did our
part, and cherished our alma
mater - our Trinity College."
Well, where to begin?
First, what has happened

since 1947? Quite a bit, actually. In 1968, Trinity students
forced the then-president and
trustees to agree to a resolution promising the enrollment
of more minorities, with
financial aid as needed. The
following
year,
'frinity
became co-ed, and 40 years
later, roughly half the student body is female. More
than 60 years after said commenter graduated, our student body is by far more
diverse, and with that comes
friction, yes. Students fight
and disagree - sometimes
with each other, sometimes
with the school - and that's a
good thing.
Our Opinions and Humour
section, cited specifically for
being offensive, are indeed a
reflection of the opinions and
humor of our student body.
They're sometimes controversial, and there are arguably
times when that fine line
between tasteful and too far
has been approached, but as a
member of the Editorial staff
that consents "to printing
such filth under the proud
banner of 'Trinity College,"' I
have yet to print a lie.
So, as a student whose
"good old days" are happening
now, let me reassure you. Do
we, despite the changed
times, value our someday
alma mater? Yes. Do we do
our part? Well, sir, it's almost
4 a.m. and my fellow Tripod
staffers and I are still down
here in the Jackson basement
doing our best to put this
paper to bed. And finally, do
we know our place? God, I
hope not. If we all knew "our
place" between the ages of 18
and 22, then there wouldn't
be a need for Trinity, and I
assure you there is.
So, while we're looking for
it, I hope we, the students,
keep talking, arguing, taking
stands, and by all means,
commenting online.
-

R.S.B.

Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of The Trinity li·ipod,
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.

Letter to the Editor
Current Student
Addresses Alumni
Commenters
To the Editors:

ELEASE RECYCLE

YOUR COPY OF

The Trinity Tripod

I'm a
sophomore at
'frinity, and frankly, I don't
see why alumni feel the need
to butt into our affairs so
much.
Why is so much space of
the Tripod given to these old
Bantams who cannot go gently into that good night?
Come on! Don't you people
have your own lives to lead?
It really makes me wonder
what life will be like after
Trinity if so many alumni
spend so much time and
effort writing to a college
paper.
Seriously! And why are
the Editors of the Tripod
printing an article written by

some
geriatric
Norman
Rockwell doctor who can't
understand
satire?
Dr.
Shadwell, with all due
respect, don't you have an
early-bird special to catch?
Or re-runs of Matlock to
watch on A&E?
And what about that article written by some recent
alumna who is mad that people don't "Know [their]
Laureates"? Ms. Gordon, you
know who didn't win the
Nobel Peace Prize? Gandhi.
And the Mahatma was so
hungry for peace that he didn't eat for like ten years
because India didn't have
any. Case closed.
Don't get me wrong.
Alumni, we, the current student body at 'frinity, love
you. We appreciate your continued support, your generous donations , and your

truly memorable mid- life
crises that inevitably occur
during
Homecoming
Weekend. (That last one was
a joke! See how we're buddybuddy!)
But, please, I beg you:
exercise a little restraint.
Think before you write.
Know that whatever your
opinion may be, it will be
savaged by a smarmy, snotnosed, little 19-year-old like
me. Don't put yourself
through it. Just know that
we try our damnedest to put
out a good paper. Sometimes
it works; sometimes it doesn't.
But we learn more by
making mistakes than by
seeing your nagging in blackand-white.
~incerely,

Charlie Kinbote '12

We we come your ee ac I en a etter to t e
itor: e-mai tripo
tnnco .e u or su mit at
www.trinit tri od.com . The Tri od reserves the ri ht to edit letters for len th and clarit .
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Recent Election Provides Political Barometer Only Congress Can Protect Us
ZACH SONENSHINE '11
of races and the fact that New Hoffman, who garnered nationJersey's Corzine had objective- al appeal from Sarah Palin, From the Ever-Looming Crisis
STAFF WRITER

ly
underperformed
and
The 2009 elections were Virginia's Democratic Party
marketed in the media as put up a minor figure from outeither a referendum on Obama side the main. That said, I do
or a demonstration of a pendu- believe that the outcomes of
lum swinging right. They were these races serve to illustrate
neither. Instead, they were a where we stand politically reminder of the practical mood but it is about the pragmatic
of the country, especially in this center more than it is about a
time of crisis at home and swinging pendulum.
abroad. The so-called
Clearly not to
While the leader
Obama
Revolution
the far right,
ship of our political
was
partly about
parties may like to
Obama, partly about
nor to the far
tell us otherwise,
the failure of the Bush
left - the way
our Nov. 3 election
years,
and partly
many house
tells us that we are
about the rise of
still very much a
Democrats
Independents.
This
centrist country. We
would postusee this particularly
year, the election was
all about the rise of
late - the
in the race for New
Independents and the
average
York's 23rd, which
pragmatism of America
went to a Democrat
American
ill CTISlS.
after
the
local
voter seems to
Three races were
Republican Party
the mark of some
be placed
mangled its edge in
intrigue
in
last
a highly conservasomewhere in
Tuesday's
election,
tive district.
the center.
including Virginia's
In
September,
gubernatorial
race,
New Republican
representative
Jersey's gubernatorial race , John McHugh resigned to
and a special election for a con· become the Secretary of the
gressional seat in New York's Army. This triggered a special
23rd district. In the weeks and election for the then-vacant
days preceding Election Day, seat in which the Democratic
these sample races were trum· candidate, Bill Owens, defeatpeted as a referendum on ed Conservative candidate
Obama, or at least an indicator Doug Hoffman. This, however,
of his job performance. I find was only after Republican canthis to be presumptive, particu- didate
Dede
Scozzafava,
larly given the sparse number dropped out of the race.

Rush Limbaugh, and Sean
Hannity, outpolled the leftleaning Republican candidate,
forcing her out.
Certainly,
the
tension
between
Scozzafava
and
Hoffman is indicative of the fissures within the GOP. While
Hoffman may have outpolled
Scozzafava, it is presumptive to
say that Hoffman was the better candidate. In fact, it is
alarming that Hoffman could
not win in New York's 23rd. On
Sunday, New York Times
columnist
Frank
Rich
described the district when he
said, "Only if the district were
situated in Dixie - or Utah could it be a more perfect fit for
the narrow American demographic where the McCainPalin ticket had its sole romps
last year."
Scozzafava, who was vehemently criticized from the right
for being a left-leaning
Republican, may have had a
much better chance at defeating the Democrat, Owens.
Scozzafava's greatest asset, in
terms of electability, was her
predicted
appeal
to
Independents and Democrats
something for which
Hoffman could not account.
This was a particularly
hard loss for the Republican

see AMERICAN on page 5

moving" (scientifically named
tardigrade) zombies, the only
type for which there is substanThere are many topics which tial historical documentation.
demand my urgent attention in Despite the fact that individual
this column; the economy, zombies of this type pose little
health care, foreign policy, per- threat (they are easily outrun),
sonal liberties, and the elec- their danger comes from the epitions, just to name a few. I also demiological characteristics of
owe a general explanation of my their plague, which is what the
libertarian ideas, and this is cer study examines. The zombie
tainly forthcoming.
In order to
plague has the same
However, now I am
rapid rate of spread
compelled to put all of
make this
and high lethality of
these issues aside in
rapid reacthe most dangerous
order to sound the
tion possible,
ebola strains, but is
alarm about a threat
we must have
unique in that every
that supersedes all of
infected continues to
resources and
these workday conspread the disease
cerns: the coming
a plan preuntil it is decapitated,
zombie apocalypse.
positioned.
and the infected activeWe must be
ly seek out others to
According to a
recent
study
by
infect. Once a critical
researchers at the
as well premass of people is
University of Ottawa,
pared as we
infected, any hope of
zombies clearly reprecan be, as the
defeating the plague
sent a threat to the
survival of
before it wipes out the
very survival of the
vast
majority
of
human species. In
the species
humanity is lost as the
fact, the study condepends
birth rate of new
eluded that the zomupon it.
humans is rapidly
hie outbreak can only
overtaken by the posi·
be checked if we "hit them hard tive feedback loop going into the
and hit them often," and that rate of people converted into
"it's imperative that zombies are zombies. As such, extreme
dealt with quickly." The scien·
tists focused on classical, "slow·
see THREAT on page 5
ANDREW ''PONCH" QUINN '10
OPINIONS "WRITER

'Neath the G.1ngkoes.1 N OXlOUS
.

Karin, Shan Refugees in Need of Your Help T~~~!~.~ 0~!~!}~~!~!~~;._
ruled by the tyrannical mili·
tary junta that seized power in
1963.
Under the despotic
On Friday November 13th, junta Burma has become the
Activists for Southeast Asia largest producer of synthetic
(ASEA) will hold an event at drugs, and until recently was
the International
the largest produc·
House to raise
Only recently has
er
of
heroin;
awareness for the
the Obama
Afghanistan has
plight of the Karin
administration
reclaimed
that
and Shan refugees
prize.
Human
who are fleeing
made overtures
trafficking is ramBurma
for
about lifting the
pant throughout
Thailand.
The
sanctions against
the region, and
event will be from
because the border
Burma, but even
4 to 7 p.m. and will
between Thailand
feature food from
that does not
and Burma is lawlocal Asian restau·
lend much supless it is an easy
rants, as well as an
port for the demtransit site.
array of products
ocratic moveAung San Suu
Kyi, the Burmese
from local artists.
It is five dollars for
ment. We
democratic opposiTrinity
students
should care
tion leader, was
and seven dollars
because the govrearrested
last
for all other attensummer, making
ernment is preocdees .
We will
this her 14th year
donate all proceeds
cu pied.
under
house
to support a clinic on the arrest.
Unfortunately, the
Thai/Burma border, which United States government has
treats refugees fleeing Burma. largely ignored her plight.
While Waziristan is deteri· However, last week she met
orating further into an anar with Assistant Secretary of
chic state and riots continue in State Kurt Campbell, the first
Jerusalem, why should we care senior State Department offiabout Burma? Because many cial to visit Burma since
people are suffering in that Madeline Albright was there
country and we can help them. in 1995.
Over the past two years,
On a local level, the onAmericans have been born· going systematic persecution
barded by the ubiquitous word of the minority Karin and
"change." What has changed? Shan peoples throughout the
Myanmar (Burma) is still country has led to growing
ELIZABETH O'CONNELi... '10
OPI IONS CONTRIBUTOR

refugee
populations
in
Thailand and, more recently,
in Hartford as hundreds of
Karin people have resettled
here. Our group wants Trinity
students and faculty members
to be aware that such atrocities still occur in a region of
the world that is largely over·
looked by today's politicians.
Only recently has the Obama
administration made over·
tures about lifting the sanetions against Burma, but even
that does not lend much support to the democratic movement. We should care because
the government is preoccupied.
Given
the
increasing
volatility of the relations
between
Thailand
and
Cambodia - Thailand has
recalled its ambassador to
Cambodia as the two countries
continue their dispute over an
ancient Buddhist temple on
the border - it is important to
remain aware that in the
wake of the calamitous wars
in the 1960s and 1970s the
region remains volatile and
fractious.
Coupled with
China's amplified presence in
global
politics,
having
emerged as a world power,
Asian and Southeast Asian
stability will be important for
the future.
Or, we could
always wait for China - that
bastion of human virtue and
paradigm of human rights - ·
to stabilize the region."

tives." If they are anything
like
their
gag-inducing
As students at Trinity cousin, I am about as unsur
College, we are blessed with a prised as one can possibly be.
beautiful, spacious campus, a The gingko is apparently
rare feature in an inner-city native to China, although it
college. One of my favorite was thought to be extinct in
parts of the fall semester is the wild for several centuries.
watching the leaves change It is currently an endangered
species. Yet again,
along the Long Walk.
I don't care if
Once October rolls
I am totally unsur
around, I try to make
prised. Survival of
they were a gift
sure my camera is
the
fittest: obliter
from a wellating the gingko
with me whenever I
intentioned
biloba tree since
leave my dorm so I
alum, or if they
can snap some pic1859. What chance
tures when the mood
does a stinky, ugly
were bought by
tree have in a world
takes me. I take my
the Board of
where
human
time, enjoying the
Trustees, or if
beings are concrisp fall breeze as I
Jesus Christ
stroll through the
stantly scrutinized
Downes
Memorial
for every imperfechimself came
arch, inhaling the
tion?
down from on
Seriously, peoscent of leaves and
high to plant
grass as I approach
ple. I want to
them.
Admissions.
know who thought
And then
I
it would be a good
catch a whiff of something idea for these trees to be plantthat smells distinctly of vomit. ed. They aren't all that aes·
The culprit is not, as you thetically pleasing. They're
might suppose, the last ves- awkward, narrow, and spindly,
tiges of a late-night drinking and they offer very little
binge, but rather that godfor· shade. Oh, and have 'I mensaken gingko tree overhang· tioned the stench? Those fruits
ing the path between Downes they drop are actually the
and Admissions. You might seeds, and when they'ye been
have noticed another near rotting in the sun for.'- a few
Mather as you pass by days, they give off a really
Clement on your way to" the unpleasant odor.
I have to say, I'm really
library.
Wikipedia calls the gingko
biloba tree "a unique species of
see MALODOROUS on page.5
ARTS EDITOR

· Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and ch not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Rihanna Interview Reveals
Double Standard, Evokes Pity
clearly disturbed as she retold
the events of Feb. 8, is the one
being targeted. She is being
On Friday night's install- criticized for telling the truth
ment of 20/20, Diane Sawyer when the only other party
spoke
to
pop
superstar present, Chris Brown, is too
Rihanna about her infamous afraid of either legal ramificaand shocking domestions or losing the
tic abuse incident
[ ... ]the most fans who have
with her boyfriend,
remained
undeunfortunate
the equally successful
terred by his reprepart ... was
Chris Brown. Halfway
hensible actions.
through the revealing witnessing one
Rihanna, regardand emotional interless of the timing,
of the biggest
view, Sawyer showed
gave a voice and a
pop stars of
Rihanna some YouTube
face to the violence
our time being that millions of couclips of people commenting on the situareduced to the ples endure on a
tion. Most of the reacdaily basis. She
merciless judg- spoke
tions were disturbingly
candidly
ment of literal- about the incident:
negative; one commentator went as far as to
why she went back
ly everyone.
accuse Rihanna of proto
Chris,
her
voking the attack that left her embarrassment over the
battered and bruised. Rihanna's leaked pictures and her postresponse: "it's ignorance."
abuse relationship, and finally
It should be safe to say the obligation she felt towards
that those people are hiding the young girls who are in the
their heads in shame after same position she is in. She
virtually blasting the singer bravely spoke in detail about
to her face. I mean, how do the faults that they both
you say to someone that it was brought to their relationship ,
her fault for being viciously as to acknowledge that there
assaulted in a car?
were two sides to the story.
And yet, that same opinion
Some people are treating
and accusation has been this interview as a shameless
repeated over and over in way to promote new material.
YouTube videos, blog posts, And it is obvious that publiand in casual conversation cists, managers, and artists
among America's youth. Even with ulterior motives are hard
the true motives of her inter- at work exploiting an already
view were subject to similar tragic situation.
scrutiny - she's only speakYet even with all the hocus
ing now be ca use her new pocus working behind the
album is coming out soon.
scenes, the most unfortunate
Of course, these protesta - part of the interview was wittions lacked foundation when nessing one of the biggest pop
Chris Brown delivered his stars of our time be reduced to
statement to Larry King in the merciless judgment of litSeptember, or when he spoke erally everyone. The double
to MTV on the same day as standard was blatant, and
Rihanna spoke to 20/20. Both pity - not respect or sympaof his appearances presented thy - was the only emotion I
a shockingly incoherent young could muster. Surely, if the
man who couldn't even muster motive behind finally granting
a simple explanation for his this highly anticipated interbehavior. All he could offer to view was to raise public suphis fans was a tepid apology port and subsequently proand proclamations of attain- mote Rhianna's upcoming
ing counsel for his family and album, then I have to judge it
his pastor.
as a colossal failure . I simply
And yet, Rihanna, who was expected more.
BRANDON LEWIS '13
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Downes to :Earth with
Jimmy Jones
John Downes-Angus '11

John Downes-Angus: Our
school houses a number of
academic disciplines. It goes
without saying that within
each department, students
learn lessons according to
their chosen study an
English Literature major will
not graduate having internalized the same lessons as a
Chemistry major. As a professor who presumably assigns
essays that encompass the
entirety of your course's
material, have you ever considered an ideal "essay
prompt" that you would
assign to the whole student
body once their studies have
ended, in order to account for
and assess what you consider
an overarching and cross-disciplinary lesson to learn as a
college student? Say, a lesson
that transcends the compartmentalization of academics?
Jimmy Jones: I've thought
about that a lot and I think
the overarching question for
all of you has nothing to do
with disciplines, it doesn't
have to do with what kind of
art historian you would be or
what kind of econometrician
or what kind of biologist; I
really think the most important question of them all is to
stop and ponder what the
vast
difference
between
knowledge and wisdom is. If
there's anything that should
spring out of a liberal arts college experience, it's that. Can
you graduate from here and
not be bound up by worrying
about the answer to that
question? When I had to give
the Commencement address
years ago, that's the point I

tried to make, by contrasting
two different sets of individuals.
One was the fact that the
people who built the crematoria for the Nazis had degrees
from some of the finest and
oldest universities in Europe,
and therefore in Western
Civilization. These people
knew a lot of science. And
they knew a lot about
cyanide, and gas, and ovens.
They knew a lot of science,
but the morality behind the
crematoria wasn't there, and
the worst thing is that of the
15 people at the Wannsee
Conference that came up with
the entire thing, eight of them
were doctors and had taken
the Hippocratic oath to do no
harm! You think, "Wait a
minute here, you take an oath
to do no harm and eight of the
15 people at the conference
are physicians? And they're
coming up with the 'final
solution' to the 'Jewish problem'?"
So I tried to contrast the
fact that those people were
very knowledgeable with the
fact that the smartest person
I have known in my whole life
was my black housekeeper
when I was a little boy. She
literally held my brother and
me together after our
father's suicide when my
mother was not very stable.
And here are these two little
boys and this black woman,
and she called us her two
white sons, and she knew the
Big Stuff. She hadn't ever got·
ten out of the third grade and
she couldn't read. But she
was the wisest person I ever

knew, because she knew the
big one, which is that love is
the only thing that can conquer death. She also knew
that love had nothing to with
the color of her skin or ours
and she simply loved us
unselfishly. There weren't
any strings attached to it.
She was the wisest person I
ever knew - she was a hell
of a lot smarter than the
engineers who came up with
the crematoria, because they
didn't have any moral com·
pass. And boy did she teach
us to have a moral compass.
She was literally the
smartest person I ever knew,
and she was probably the
most uneducated person in a
formal sense that I'd met in
America.
JDA: As a follow up,
would you even want the
students' responses to be in
the form of an essay?
JJ: Well, I don't ask that
question specifically in an
essay. But writing is, to my
mind, the only thing that
makes us think as clearly as
humanly possible.
Now
maybe if you were Mozart,
composing would be the best
way to communicate. But for
most of us, trying to force
yourself to say something
clearly goes a long way
towards getting your own
thinking straight. As l
always tell my students,
writing clear prose is one of
the hardest tasks imagina ble, because if you're going to
force yourself to write clearly, you have to think clearly.
And a lot of the time we
think in muddled ways.
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American Public Becoming Increasingly Centrist Threat of Zombie Apocalypse
continued from page 3
misread the political land· territory, is not a winning
Calls For Swift Preparation
scape. Rather, the parties have strategy. These are at best a
Party, which is looking to close
the gap in the House and the
Senate in 2010. Even more so,
however, this is a setback for
the far right, who are going to
great lengths to push their
agenda. And, while conserva·
tives Chris Christie and Bob
McDonnell won the New Jersey
and Virginia Governorships,
respectively, they both rejected
Sarah Palin's offer to campaign
for
them.
Ultimately,
Republican victories came in
the form of moderated cam·
paigns, distinct from Tea· Party
revolutionaries. The closely
watched N.Y.·23rd was evi·
dence that perhaps the right·
wing, Tea· Party, Sarah Palin
ideology does not resonate with
the average American voter though we already knew this.
Instead, we leave the 2009
election with a greater under
standing
of
where
the
American voter does stand.
Clearly not to the far right, nor
to the far left - the way many
house Democrats would postu·
late - the average American
voter seems to be placed some·
where in the center. It seems
that those who say the
Independents are shifting in
one direction or the other have

shifted in one direction or
another. The person who best
understands this dynamic is
Senator Mark Warner (D·Va.),
who has smartly staked out
what he calls the Radical
Center. What Warner has
understood throughout his own
impressive
rise first
to
Governor, and now US Senator,
is that America wants solu·
tions, not slogans. Indeed,
today, with double-digit unem·
ployment, a failed war in Iraq,
and
a
quagmire
in
Afghanistan, blustery politicos
from either side need no longer
apply.
The Republicans are in a
good position to pick up seats
next year - if they can leave
behind the old Palin palliatives
of bygone cultural wars and
focus on solving the problems of
the Great Recession, the need
for improved infrastructure
and reformed healthcare,
financial and energy policies,
and the ongoing instability in
global security. If Republicans
learned anything from 2009, it
is that elections are won in the
middle, where pragmatic solu·
tions are offered to people in
real pain. Running Tea· Party
candidates, even in Tea-Party

distraction to people in need of
stronger ale, as the people of
New York's 23rd made clear.
And Democrats are not
immune to the politics of the
pragmatic center. Left· leaning
Democrats, especially those
overly enamored with univer
sal healthcare and the public
option, particularly when
unemployment is above 10 per
cent, may find themselves out
of a job come November 2010.
Any doubts about the need for
Democrats to be pragmatic
were put to rest this weekend
when the House passed a
healthcare bill only because
pragmatic Democrats threw
abortion subsidies under the
bus, thereby giving new meaning to the old saw about politics
making for strange bedfellows.
Both parties have tended
toward their extremes in the
decades preceding the rise of
Independents, a movement
that said in no uncertain terms
to each party, "We have seen
your film and we are not stay·
ing to see it again." In our time
of crisis, the party that cap·
tures the center will likely fare
well in 2010. Both parties need
to get the memo: the place is
the center.

Malodorous Trees Detract From Campus Beauty
continued from page 3

tired of holding my breath and
speed ·walking every time I
have to pass those gingkoes on
my way to the English
Department or the library. I'm
tired of people lifting their eye·
brows at me as I attempt to
tiptoe around the splattered
remains of gingko seeds. I am
tired, as Samuel L. Jackson
would say, of these motherfking trees on this motherf-

king campus.
I don't care if they were a
gift from a well-intentioned
alum, or if they were bought by
the Board of Trustees, or if
Jesus Christ Himself came
down from on high to plant
them. Can the SGA pass a res·
olution to cut these overgrown
weeds down and forever rid
this campus of their stinky
demon seed? Does anyone
want to Jorn my as·yet·
unnamed vigilante taskforce

dedicated to eradicating their
pungent presence? I'm serious·
ly this close to going all George
Washington on those gingkoes,
endangered species or not.
I am in no way condoning
the premeditated destruction
of an entire species, but come
on. Chopping down a tree is in
no way comparable to poach·
ing the Bengal tiger or har
pooning a whale. I'd be happy
to plant more trees - I just
want those gingkoes axed.

The nature of the plague is
that if it manages to take hold
measures must be taken within anywhere in the world, it is
a short period of time after an already almost certainly too
outbreak is recognized. In order late to stop it. The United
to make this rapid reaction pos· States, in order to ensure its
sible, we must have resources national security, must there·
and a plan pre-positioned. We fore be ready to operate any·
must be as well prepared as we where in the world in order to
can be, as the survival of the quash any outbreaks quickly.
species depends upon it. Some But our tank divisions, sub·
people may argue
marines, and stealth
Some people
that there has never
fighters will be of lit·
might point to tle use against indi·
been a confirmed case
of a person being
the end of the vidual zombies, espe·
killed by a zombie,
cially if they are
Mayan calenbut there also isn't
mixed in with the
dar in 2012.
any evidence linking
uninfected public, or
Those people
autism with childif they are an isolated
hood
vaccinations,
few
out in the wilds.
must also be
and every responsible
Making
matters
the same
parent still knows not
worse, even our allies
group of peoto give their child too
in Europe can hardly
ple gullible
many vaccines at
be relied upon to take
once.
the
decisive action
enough to
As much as I hate
needed
to stave off
think Pixar's
to admit it, when it
extinction, let alone
Up was gencomes to zombies
such backwaters as
uinely emothere is no adequate
Somalia or Haiti.
free·market solution.
Therefore, we must
tional.
The uncertain nature
establish bases in
of the threat means that no pri- every part of the world, so that
vate corporation would risk its American soldiers will be able
money on a market that may to respond to any threat imme·
never mature. However, by diately and with great effect. If
bringing the full power of the we fail to establish such a front
government to bear on the prob· line, then banning all travel
lem we may rest assured that into the United States would be
any outbreak can be controlled. the only possible option; but if
By taxing funeral home and our border is not completely
burial services, we can raise sealed, a very small number of
funds for the preparations while infected might gain entry,
simultaneously directing the which would ruin everything.
We must act immediately.
public towards more "anti·
green" ("green" re.ferring to the The zombie apocalypse could
stereotypical zombie skin color) occur at any moment. If we
burial options such as crema· wait even a few days to debate
tion. Like the incandescent the necessary measures, or
lightbulb, cemeteries must soon even the true nature and extent
become a thing of the past. We of the threat, we may be
Indeed, there are
may have to increase deficit doomed.
spending in order to effectively many signs that the end times
counter the threat, but this is will be soon. Some people
justified because the zombie might point to the end of the
apocalypse could completely Mayan calendar in 2012. Those
destroy
the
economy. people must also be the same
Fortunately any harm to the group of people gullible enough
economy .caused by increased to think Pixar's Up was gen·
taxation and spending will be uinely emotional. More disturb·
limited, as the unemployed will ing is the increased presence of
be able to go to the government the undead in our popular cul·
for anti-green jobs. Indeed, mil· ture, as if we collectively sense
lions of youths unable to find an something coming. Many peo·
entry·level job because of pri· ple are now so afraid of the zom·
vate investment being crowded bie apocalypse that they have
out by government borrowing taken to stockpiling weapons
(in careers that would have and ammunition, as evidenced
been of little use against zom· by the vastly increased demand
bies anyway, it should be noted) and reported shortages in the
can instead become civil ser last year. Zombies are not just
vants, specifically trained to another ethereal threat that
guard against the zombie will never materialize. Those
onslaught. Alternatively, the who warn of the dangers of zom·
government could subsidize pri- bies are not just another special
vate industry, in order to make interest group angling to swin·
this seemingly profitless indus· dle the taxpayer of some of their
try profitable (following the hard-earned money. The threat
example of the market for not· is so total, we must start to re·
farming wheat, which has evaluate every aspect of our
developed so nicely courtesy of society to address zombies.
the esteemed Senators from Everything from architecture
Iowa). These subsidized indus· (we need to start building on
tries would have to be tightly stilts) to education (home eco·
regulated, to ensure all of the nomics and shop in public high
money was being used in prepa· schools should be replaced with
ration to fight zombies, and basic survival and combat
none was wasted through fraud courses) needs to be trans·
or excessive executive compen· formed. We must be ready, no
matter the cost.
sation.
continued from page 3

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Energy Competition Aims to Increase Awareness Trin Faculty
Win School
Board Seats
continued from page 1

cessful as those put on by these
larger universities, so we went
for it."
The event is sponsored by
Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group (ConnPIRG),
the
Student
Government
Association (SGA), and Green
Campus, which are also working
with Chartwells food service,
who will be serving green-colored food in Mather Hall all
week.
"I went to Chartwells
because a majority of the student body uses one of the three
dining locations and it's a great
place to publicize an event-combining green foods with publicity
for Dorm Wars gives us a lot
more visibility and hopefully
adds to the success of the competition," said Nichola Clark '12,
who helped organize the event.
Students living in dorms will
be able to monitor their energy
levels if they own PCs.
ConnPIRG will be keeping tabs
on how each dorm is doing daily.
"Even after working for some
time with the programming
technicians, unfortunately only
students with PCs can access
the website," said Cote. "There
is a possibility for a Mac version,
but it has to be developed from
scratch. If they really want to

see the numbers, they can ask a third."
The readings will be measfriend or check on a library computer. For students with PCs, the ured in percentages and not
Web site (http://dormwars.trin- "absolute reduction," according to
coll.edu/RCC) can be accessed a press release from Trinity,
only via Internet Explorer. The because of the differences in size
plug-in at the bottom left-hand and construction of the different
corner must be installed, and residence halls. "Typically, the
higher the populathen the website
itself can be "It's been a popular idea tion of a residence
entered
using
hall, the more
because it raises aware'student' as the
is
electricity
login and 'login' ness of students' energy used," said the
as the password. consumption and fosters school.
Even so, the numWhile the idea
a healthy competition for this competibers online will
between dorms."
only show each
tion has been
dorm's total kilobounced around
for a while, Clark
watts for that
Nichola Clark '12 said that it finally
specific hour, the
total
kilowattcame to fruition
hours for yesterday, and the this year because of the installatotal KWH for the day before tion, meaning that "energy consumption can be measured indiyesterday.
"Therefore, they won't be vidually as opposed to being all
able to make sense of who is in grouped together."
"[. . .] It's been a popular idea
the lead because only the current information is shown. because it raises awareness of
ConnPIRG has the average students' energy consumption
counts from previous weeks to and fosters a healthy competition
which the new numbers will be between dorms," said Clark. "The
compared and from which the ultimate goal of the competition
percentage decrease can be is for Trinity's energy consumpdetermined.
The negative tion to decrease."
aspect of this system is that stuThe residents of whichever
dents will have to look to the dorm wins will receive T-shirts
posters in the dining halls, start- and possibly a party hosted by
ing Tuesday, to see which dorms Allen Place's Treehouse, the enviare ranked first, second and ronmental-themed house. The

party is not definite at this time
due to financial issues. "Our
organization
only
recently
received pledges from other
organizations," said Clark.
"Other organizations offered us
more money than we expected, so
we thought that adding an extra
incentive would be great if possible. We still need to work out the
details with the Treehouse."
Cote also revealed that there
are other motivating factors for
doing well in this competition.
"Besides raising energy awareness and making campus more
green, we are also informing students this week about the importance of the upcoming meeting in
Copenhagen in December where
many major world politicians will
get together to discuss the global
climate change action plan," she
said.
"President Obama will need
to represent our country, and we
would like to have a strong plan
of our own when going into this
meeting. Our current bill, which
has been slightly modified from
previous models, is known as the
Clean Energy Jobs and American
Power Act. This bill will put pressure on companies to lower pollution and also offer opportunities
for more green jobs, ultimately
improving the economy. It's not
ideal, but it's the start to a greener future."

GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

Two Trinity faculty mem hers, Principal Lecutrer in
Language and Culture Studies
and
International Studies
Naogan Ma and Visiting
Lecturer in the Allan K. Smith
Center for Writing and Rhetoric
Elin Katz, won seats on the West
Hartford Board of Education following a hotly-contested municipal election on Tuesday, Nov. 3.
Katz expressed her gratitude
to the voters, noting her disappointment in how the election
was run.
"I am thrilled and excited
with my first venture into politics [...] Our opponents made the
race unnecessarily nasty and
personal, so I am very pleased
that West Hartford voters
resoundingly rejected this kind
of campaigning," Katz said.
Trinity First-year Andrew
Guasp also ran for a seat on the
school board but was defeated.
Unlike Ma and Katz, Guasp ran
on the Republian ticket.
With Ma and Katz's victories,
the Democrats have retained a
5-2 majority.

Trinity Names New Chapel Curator Former College Chaplain
and Religion Prof. Dies
continued from page 1

Chapel Curator position "a
title and role which I know
Christopher will bear with
care, thoughtfulness, and
devotion."
After the service, Row
gave an interactive, in-depth
tour of the Chapel, starting in
the Crypt Chapel, where
interested parties could get
dinner to eat during the tour.
Aside from his duties as
Chapel Curator, Row serves
as a member of the Trinity
College Friends of the Chapel

COUR1ESY O F WWWTRlNCOLL.EDU

Christopher Row named Chapel Curator.

Advisory Board.
His vital role in this organization will only be com pounded by his new office,
through which he will be able
to better advise the College
Chaplain and the College on
how best to care for and preserve the Chapel, an iconic
fixture on the Trinity College
campus.
When not at Trinity, Row
serves as Assistant Chaplain
and as a faculty member in
the Department of Religion
and Ethics at the Groton
School in Groton, Mass.

The Gavel: SGA This Wee
This semester the SGA has ...

... Provided funding for a Tuesday night shuttle to transport students
to Sidewalk Cafe
... Worked with the First-Year Program Office to ensure student participation in the summer book selection process
... Won the new Bookstore return policy now allowing students to
return books up to 30 days from the start of class and within two days
for other purchases
... Convinced the college to install wireless internet in the Bishops'
Lounge

ALLISON PICKENS '12
NEWS E DITOR

Reverend Canon Dr. Alan
Condie Tull, former College
Chaplain and member of the
faculty
in
the
Religion
Department, passed away
Wednesday, Nov. 4 in his native
Salt Lake City, Utah at the age
of 76. Dr. Tull had been suffering from cancer for months.
Tull became a member of
the Trinity community in 1964
after being named a fellow and
tutor and a candidate for the
Th.D. degree at the General
Theological Seminary in Utah.
Tull spent his undergraduate
years
at
Stanford
University and received a
Bachelor of Sacred Theology
from the Episcopal Missionary
District in Utah.
He was appointed an
instructor of religion, teaching
church history and . ethics at
Trinity. The next year, Tull was
named Chaplain and became
Assistant Professor in 1968.
The Trinity community was
notified of Tull's passing in a
campus-wide e-mail issued by
College President James F .
Jones, Jr. and current College
Chaplain Reverend · Alison
Read.

Tull served Trinity for 26
years before retiring to serve as
Episcopal Chaplain at Brigham
Young University and was later
named canon theologian for the
Epsicopal diocese of Utah.
After he retired, Tull was
forever remembered in the
Chapel when his collegues commissioned a stonecarving in his
likeness.
"Remembered with affection
for his wit and sense of adventure in retirement, we are
grateful today for this playful
and lasting remembrance of
our former Chaplain," Jones
remarked in his e-mail.
"Chaplain Tull is most
vividly remembered for his
activism during the civil rights
and Vietnam eras. During his
tenure, Chaplain Tull oversaw
many projects in the Chapel the organ, organ case and
music gallery, addition of bells
to the carillon, stained glass
windows on the North Porch,
memorial garden, sedilia,
entryway,
gates
to
the
Friendship Chapel, and others," said Jones.
He is survived by his brother Darrell "Joe" (Gloria);
nephew Kevin; niece Tiffany;
two grandnieces; and one
grandnephew.
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Individualized Degree Program
to Face Supposed Budget Cuts

11111111 PltltE UPDI TE

continued from page 1

will be in place before the spring
semester begins," he said.
In spite of administrative assurbeen cut by about $200,000. The SGA
has passed a unanimous resolution sup- ances, students are still concerned.
porting the program.
They have a variety of needs-some
There will be further financial cuts work full-time and attend classes at
to the program during the next academ- night, others are full-time students
ic year, but it is not known by how who eat and live on campus-and they
hope for this. to be
much.
Director
of
Special "We are still piecing togeth- taken into considAcademic Programs, includeration
when
ing IDP, Denise Best is retir- er parts of the program [... ] changes are made.
For many stu ing, and G. Fox and
but the program is going
Company
Professor
of
forward but since we do
dents, the biggest
concern are the
Economics Diane Zannoni
not have all contracts
will fill her position as partfinancial aspects of
the
changes.
time director.
signed pertaining to this
Unlike regular stuIDP students have met
reconsturcting, I cannot
dents who can take
with one another in anticipation of the changes, but
up to 5. 75 credits
give any more details on
each
semester
have not been able to meet
that area."
without paying an
with the college's adminisextra fee, IDP stutration.
Associate
Academic
Dean Thomas Mitzel dents pay creditby-credit.
Dean
and
Associate
Associate Academic Dean
Therefore, they
Professor of Chemistry Dr.
lose
the option of
Thomas Mitzel said, "I am
and Associate Professor of
taking whichever
happy to meet, but this
Chemistry course they please
week may just be a bit
and exploring variearly.
"We are still piecing parts of the ous fields.
Currently, IDP students only have
program together, and there is some
information that cannot be made pub- financial aid coverage for up to two credits, so students who planned to be fulllic at present."
He offered assurance that, "the pro- time on campus could no longer do so.
gram is going forward," but, "since we
This creates further problems for
do not have all contracts signed per- international IDP students who, accordtaining to this restructuring, I cannot ing to US law, must be full-time students.
Without financial aid, some worry they
give any more details on that area."
"We will be issuing statements as may not be able to continue their educasoon as we are able , and everything tion.

Nov. 5:
Police obtained an arrest warrant charging Jorge
Ortiz, 60, of Garvan Street, East Hartford, with Sexual
Assault in the First Degree and Risk of Injury to a Minor.

Nov. 3:
Police issued 35 misdemeanor summons, made one
arrest, and diseoverd 4.1. pounds of marijuana at Keney
Park after receiving multiple complaints about suspicious
activity in the area.

Nov. 2:
Police arrested a 17-year-old, whose name was not
released due to his age, with Manslaughter 2nd Degree,
Evading Accident with Death, Reckless Operation, operating without a License, Operating an
Unregistered Motor Vehicle, Operating a Motor Vehicle
without Insurance and Misuse of Plate after fleeing the
scene of an accident on foot. Two 16-year-old male passengers also fled the scene but were found at receiving
medical attention Hartford Hospital. One boy later died o1
his injuries.
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============August 28,

Kathleen O'Connor Boelho
When one has been president as long as I, reporters seem to ask over and again much the same
basic question: "What is the hardest part of your job as a college president?" Is it the exhausting
work weeks and constant travel, the confluence of the often conflicting constituencies, the baffling
dichotomies with which presidents must grapple on a daily basis? In fact, a Hartford Courant
reporter asked me again this very question only some two weeks ago. And I told the reporter that
over all these years my response has never varied no matter whatever else I have faced. As Burch
knows, the hardest part of any president's job is this: simply trying to cope at all when the thief
comes in the proverbial night to steal away a member of the College family, as is my heavy-hearted
task today in this historic Chapel, where KO, as she was lovingly referred to by one and all, told me
that she had spent some of her happiest days when she was a student here at Trinity.
The thief did come, quite literally, in the night to steal her away after her months of so courageously battling the brain cancer that eventually took her from her beloved husband Mark and their
two beautiful daughters, from the other members of her family, and from that other family she
graced so profoundly and so cheerfully since the day she first walked upon the Long Walk here at
Trinity as a young woman the age of eighteen.
But as hard as we find KO's death to bear, our loss is only a fraction of that shared by Mark and
their two children. I do not know, thank God, what it is like to lose one's life-partner prematurely,
but I do know first-hand what it is like to struggle as a child with the loss of a parent Alexandra
and Clare, just know this, your mother was a heroine to us all as she was to you, and you have been
inordinately blessed to have such a loving mother who was so proud of you. And she will always
be there to smile down upon her two children as you two grow and mature in the years to come.
In true KO forrn, she planned this entire service: from the music sung by the Chapel Singers to
who was to speak. She did not wish this to be some long, grieving ceremony but wanted rather for
this to be a celebration of her life, short-lived though it was to have been.
I suppose it is having now entered the autumn of my own days, but I have found myself wondering a great deal about what sort oflegacy we 1 e when the thief does indeed call us away. What
sort oflegacy did KO leave us, her other famil}l ·s Trinity she so loved? She left us her enduring
smile and a memorable laugh, strong voiced bUt nuanced in its connotation each time. She left us
her deep commitment ~d affection for this place, relating over '"1d again the fond memories of her
classes, her performances with Gerry Moshelfs musical theaftbl, her enthusiasm when Ron Joyce
convinced her a short few years ago to toin the setWif staff as our Vice President for
Communications and Alumni Affairs, a JOS$ p fulfiQed with the same vigor and smile and purpose she evinced to everything Trinity .die.~ed. Qi'-' · · orated the leadership and direction
of the National Alumni Association, many me~ o£ wti· are in the congregation today. Kathi's
ambition, she said, was to be an effective facilitator among a.Junuti, tbe connector, at once bold and
subtle, to better bond alumni to this College she so loved, and tq oiie another. The consummate
communicator, she directed Trinity and 9ur Trustees to define ts-distinctions. Trinity: engagement, transformation, leadership. In the classroom, in the city, in the world. A simple but wise construct. Brilliantly Kathi. She had a purposeful edginess; one part nostalgic alumna; another part
pragmatically modern, stretching for new excellences Just at the fingertips of our reach. As one
example, she championed getting more alumnae involved in Trinity affairs, as volunteer leaders, as
donors, as advocates for the College. ~r nascent alumnae initiative illustrates both her imagination and her persuasion. As one small way to remember KO, the National Alumni Association
Executive Committee is at work developing an annual award in her name, to be given at Reunion,
tblt will tteognizr the sustained accomplishments qf exemplary lhunme. 1tp1eseutlti'ft of KO's
idem and actions for Trinity.
1.
Whether it was her signature laugh, or her intensity about TritlitY pee\!>le, or her lo'Ve for her
husband and two daughters, this was a person of gusto, of passion, of lofty aspirations and deliberate solutions. As just one small example of her focus, she worked out the details of our emergency
preparedness plan. Ironically, as only the Fates could possibly decree, her carefully wrought plan
was called upon in stunning fashion when Trinity was confronted by the sad situation two weeks
ago Thursday after the troubled young man armed with a weapon fled into the woods between
Summit and Zion. Her plan worked acutely well, the College was protected, and four hours later
the thief knocked and finally took her away from us all. The bitter irony of the timing, don't you
agree?
I found as a very small child that words always fail us when we most need them, as is the case
now while we are all trying to find just the right words to bid KO farewell and to try to thank her
for a life that while too brief, had deliberate intentions, resolve, and dignity. A few days before she
got so that she could no longer communicate, KO sent me a little handwritten note. She tried her
best to write with her pencil, and the letters were obviously very difficult for her to formulate. The
note reads, "Thank you. Love, KO.n She rarely got big things wrong. but she clearly got this all
upside down: it is not KO who is indebted to us, but rather each of us today in this Chapel who is
indebted to her for the example she set and for the pieces of herself that she gave us so unselfishly.
What we most want to say to her is simply this: thank you, dear KO, for a life beautifully lived and
for your inestimable gifts to us when you were among us.
Knowing that I will fail to find the right words, since there are never any right words when
faced with such incalculable loss, I will resort to something I hope KO might well smile upon herself.
Music, we know, played a critically important role throughout KO's life. She knew intuitively
that music often conveys ultimate truths far more powerfully than mere words, frail vehicles that
they will always be. When the United States seemed on the verge of coming profoundly uncentered in the midst of the Vietnam War, four innocent students were gunned down by the National
Guard while they protested peacefully against the war on the campus of Kent State. Everyone tried

to find the right words to confront what had so needlessly happened to those four students, but"'•
words could not respond to the human emotions that arose from the terrible tragedy. Thep R.'8b;~t
Shaw flew to the Midwest to conduct Cherubini's Requiem. When the echoes of the final mov.em ..
died away into the silence, the Maestro slowly lowered his baton, walked solemnly from· ¢e c~
tor's podium into the wings, and then without a word being spoken, the mus~~ ~iri~atid s~ce'llav-,
ing settled upon the grieving audience like a mantle, the musiciansyut,.dow~ theit'~e!1l$,, fhe
chorus their music, and everyone left the concert hall. Not a wor<J;;was SIJ.Okeit' hen.~e,tinal nojOS
of Cherubini's masterpiece fell silent. The vast hall emptie9, tbe mqsic, ~ving°'Profoandly spok!:n°
as no other medium could ever possibly do, had said i~ all. "
·
~ . •
/
t
In like manner, I am going to beg your indulg~ fo give me ~eto get-from this.pttlpit to the.'>
bench. Alongside Michelangelo's Pieta (1499, Vaticat\),.~_greatest c~enta!'J u~n d~t,h I~w
in all of Western civilization is a brief piece by Johann S~b;1~an Bath. On ~half 6f th~~ Trinizy
family, I offer his immortal Komm Siisser Tod as our Parli].8 gratitude to,a d'ear ani!;Woilderfyl soul,
whose life graced us all in myriad ways, in modest recompens~~r '\U ~ few·days ~ong u
As only Bach above all the other masters could have taught "'-~4e ontl-Jhfhg tQatcan~pa
over the finality of death. And thus KO will never be truly g • e long as we rel'llember lf'•~r;...
that twinkle in her eye, her hearty laugh, her love of her familY'and.of}\l)r"1telished Ulnitf;{· r
.,,,.
. peace, defr'd
Rest m
ar ien .
, t ,....."'.: • •
• , •
.•.
Thus for KO, in profound gratitude, Johann Sebastian Bach's l<Zmm ~iis,sh 'fbf .•.s ~
~

• 4';, .. :

.-

"'° / \

~

-eulogy delivered by Trinity Collete J>rcsitl~mes f /:.nes, Jr.

i carry your heart with me

..

by ee cummings
i carry your heart with me(i carry it in
my heart)i am never without it(anywhere
i go you go,my dear; and whatever is done
by only me is your doing,my darling)
i fear
no fate(for you are my fate,my sweet)i want
no world(for beautiful you are my world,my true)
and it's you are whatever a moon has always meant
and whatever a sun will always sing is you
here is the deepest secret nobody knows
(here is the root of the root and the bud of the bud
and the sky of the sky of a tree called life;which grows
higher than the soul can hope or mind can hide)
and this is the wonder that's keeping the stars apart
i carry your heart(i carry it in my heart)
Read by Brian W. Ford at the Celebration ofLife
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be kind."
-K.O.'s wish for all

CO URTESY OF JENNY HOLLAND

Boelhouwer with her husband, Mark, and her two daughters on a family outing to a farm.

I stand here today at KO's behest, knowing full well that my effort can't begin to do
justice to the honor of KO's request of me a
little over a year ago.
My first meeting with Kathleen
O'Connor was in my office at Milton
Academy, 16 years ago, just prior to my
move to Farmington as new head of Miss
Porter's School. Our meeting was an interview, as KO was the recommended candidate for the newly vacated position of
Director of Development at MPS. She came
bearing a gift of a recently published history
of MPS and a new relationship for me with
someone who was lively, stylish, thoughtful,
smart, warm, articulate, upbeat, generous,
and beautiful. It was clear right awar, that
with her charisma and dynamism KO<i be a
professional treasure for the School as well.
Over time, my first impressions of KO
were never revised, only strengthened and
deepened, along with my gratitude for the
good fortune in having KO, not only in my
school, but also in my life, as I came to know
her, not only as an exemplary senior administrator, but also a resolute team player, an
uncompromising professional, a mother
who thanked her lucky stars over and over
again for her Alex and Clare, a wife who
loved and truly esteemed her life/artner
Mark, and a colleague and a frien whose
company was unfailingly enriching, elevating, and fun.
KO and I spent hours and even days
together on the road and in the air for alumnae and development events and visits
around the country, when our conversations
ranged first from our priority, our work
together, to our families, as wives and mothers, how blessed we were in the good men
who were our mates, and the richness of
parenthood with her girls and my boys
(men actually), and swapping stories about
them (funny,
bewildering, annoying,
inspiring, moving, and ultimately about as
close to perfect as could be).
In mapping out our work, with her
trustworthy, informed insights and her
unerring read of people of all stripes and all
ages, KO crafted for us an efficacious
approach to whichever alum or parent or
donor we were about to meet. She represented the School as well as anyone might
have, as though she herself had experienced
and integtated tlM full life of a student, parent, or Ancient. As one alum said of her,
"She loved the School so much, she taught
others to love it too. Even though she never
went to MPS, everyone thought she had."
KO's dedication to the School and to
her goals for it were relentlessly creative and
strategically focused. Her standards and
work ethic were not negotiable, and her staff
learned from her mentoring that there was
no alternative to everyone's committed service to the School. The Ancients loved her,
the young ones because she was the coolest
person they knew over 30, and the older
ones because she was so appealing and so
wise in her relationships with them.
In schools, development officers are not
famous for their involvement with the life of
the school or with its faculties and students,
because their work so often takes them away
from campus. KO was an exception and set
an example which her staff emulated: to
know everyone, (and not just by name) and
to enjoy them, were they faculty, staff or students. She often knew more about students
than many of the adults who worked closely
with them. That was because KO was genuinely interested in and curious about the
girls, and because she was so engaging to
the girls, they were happilr open with her.
She was also a wonderfu role model for
them, of how one might be so valued as a
woman, a leader, a mother, a wife, and a
friend.
KO was as tender as she was tough,
affectionate as she was analytical, personal
as she was professional. She touched people
who knew her well, but also those who
knew her only at a distance. One staff member who spoke of her characteristic good
cheer and respect for everyone on campus
said to his daughter, when his daughter
remarked on what a beautiful woman KO
was, that that was true, but that she was also
a beautiful person.
After KO went to Trinity, a director of
development in another school lamented to
me KO's decision to leave MPS, and, hence,
the secondary boarding school world. He
said the annual meetings of development
directors of schools then would no longer
be anything like as interesting and nothing
like as much fun as theyii been with KO in
their midst, and that she was "a true leader
in the field." Another of her colleagues said,
"She always amazed me as to how hard she
worked, but also, how hard she played and
deservedly so. She was a professional all the
way, but when it came to let loose and let the
inner child come out, she led the way:·
Another cornmented on KO's "unforgettable, infectious laugh."
KO also had a prodigious memory,
whether the source was something she had
seen, heard, or read; and when she left MPS,
one of the fears was not only that invaluable

institutional memory would go with her,
but also that an absolutely archival amount
of information about individuals would go
with her too. In meetings about prospective
board members or interested alumnae, or
possible donors, she could, on a dime, tell
you the person's graduating class, experience at the school, current family situation,
philanthropic histories, social connections,
and current interests of almost any name
mentioned - one more way that she transformed the image and efficacy of the alumnae and development work - everyone and
everything about them was significant to
KO.
Her name, Kathleen O'Connor, of
course suggested to me the best of the Irish,
the plough and the stars. In many ways, KO
ernbodied both. She could be as direct and
earthy or as light and ethereal as circumstances and her perspective could dictate.
Her talents, interests, knowledge, and sensibilities were boundless and took her in as
many directions as she had occasion to
encounter, whether the context was sound
strategy for approaching a critical donor for
the School, or learning the latest hip hop
steps, or discussing a newly discovered and
still arcane, edgy novelist of promise, or
hooting with laughter about one comedy of
life or another, or tearing up with sorrowful
compassion for someone else's loss, or arguing the integrity and moral dimensions of a
particular public issue or decision, or mus·
ing about a cherished poem.
KO had an intellectual, cultural, and
aesthetic appetite and sophistication that
defied the expected constraints of assumptions and conventions. She always seemed
to know about the latest film, art exhibit,
music group, restaurant, or play. On one of
my last visits with KO, when her formidable
strengths were waning, was a perfect example. When I arrived, she was reading the latest issue of The New Yorker; my copy had
not even come yet in the mail.
We sometimes talked about what a
shame it was that in our culture we didn't
sing enough or dance enough, both of
which KO did with energy, enthusiasm,
grace, and joy. Her earthiness was never
more jubilant than when she danced, something that one of my sons remembered best
from faculty parties, saying "She wa& such a
great dancer, Mom."
KO danced with the fullness of both her
body and her soul, just the way she lived.
Even when KO knew her time was running out which has to have weighed on her
so heavily, her sense of humor and the
pleasure of her company persisted. So did
her capacity for love, devotion, and gratitude, especially for the time she had with
Mark and Alex and Clare. She was her characteristically conscientious, generous self
when she sent out a letter to so many,
through Mark, with courageous candor,
acknowledging the difficulty of challenging
her instinctive sense of privacy, independence, and competence, because she wanted
us to know where she was on her journey,
because she knew we would want to know.
She carefully and directly planned today,
again as she wanted it to be, and as she
thought it should be, with amazing acceptance in the face of what was to come. Even
as her eloquence was failing her, KO's wisdom wasn't; she said, "It is what it is."
After the news came that KO had died,
mercifully at home with those most dear to
her, I commented to one of my sons that she
was such a life force, it was hard to imagine
that spirit being overcome. His response,
echoing the Book of Common Prayer, was,
"Her spirit was not overcome; only her body
was."
Everyone who knew KO loved her and
felt blessed by her friendship. Words never
seem to do justice to our most intense and
important feelings, especially love. One of
our most dear and loyal trustees, who
couldn't resist KO (no one who knew her
could), in bidding farewell to her when she
was leaving MPS for Trinity, chose the
words from a popular song from his era,
which fits today, that concluded with the
words "There will never, ever be another
you:·
If I had to choose one word (and of
course one is never enough) that was the
essence of KO, it would be vitality. And if I
had to choose one image, it would be of KO
dancing, spinning with exuberance, her
skirt swirling, her hair flying, her arms
flung wide, wide as the smile on her face.
KO embraced life in all its myriad
forms, concrete and abstract. The poet
William Butler Yeats said, "Dance is the hidden language of the soul of the body:" In his
poem, Among School Children, Yeats closing
lines read
"O body swayed to music, 0 brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer from the
dance?"
Kathleen O'Connor Boelhouwer, KO,
lived and loved and laughed, and she was
both the dancer and the dance.

=

- eulogy delivered by Burch Ford
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Take A Hike: Outdoors Club Members Reconnect With Nature
WEI WEI XIE '11
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

Working out in the gym is great. It
gives you all the comfort and ease civilization has to offer. But with all the
artificial surfaces and awkward-looking
equipment, you feel something is lacking.
Yes, that's right. It's just not natural.
If you are desperately seeking an alternative to this artificial way of exercising, look no further - the Outdoors
Club at Trinity is committed to providing all interested students fun ways of
immersing themselves in our awesome
Mother Nature.
This past Saturday I joined other
club members on a hiking trip to Castle
Craig and West Peak Trail in Meriden,
Conn. And trust me, it was way more
fun than the gym.
It was a beautiful autumn day with
warm sunshine. We started out at 1
p.m. from the Mather driveway with a
group of 11. Thanks to the perfect
weather, it was a nice drive to the hiking trail. As we parked alongside the
road looking for the start of the trail,
the more adventurous ones among us
proposed taking the road less travelled
- or no road at all.
So there we were, climbing up the
hill fearlessly, not in the least discouraged by the loose rocks and steepness of
the hill until we found the trail. The
Castle Craig and West Peak Trail is six
miles in length and 850 feet in elevation
gain. As we found it, the trail was covered in heavy heaps of fallen leaves and
the ubiquitous rocks on the trail were

mostly slippery with moss. Some sections are really steep, while other parts
are muddy with puddles of rain.
Honestly, it wasn't the easiest trail,
especially for someone with terrible balancing skills and little hiking experience like me. It was difficult for me not
to fall - eight times. However, this little pain was nothing compared to the
absolutely stunning scenery we were
able to enjoy.
As we made our way to the top, a
sweeping bird's-eye view of the surrounding hills and nearby towns started
to unfold. It was like a striking artwork

ZACH EPSTEIN ·10 1 PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR

Trinity students partake in.a hike with the Outdoors Club, taking in the beautiful sights of Connecticut.

crafted by Mother Nature - a masterpiece painting of golden hilltops and
shimmering lakes. Just as we began to
doubt the actual existence of the castle,
we reached the hilltop, where Castle
Craig is located. Dedicated in 1900,
Castle Craig commands the highest
point within 25 miles of the coast. The
metal staircase inside the castle led us
to the observation area on top, where an
expansive view of nearby cities took our
breath away. Some of us with excellent
eyesight saw the city of Hartford. We all
agreed that Castle Craig would make
absolutely the coolest location for club
meetings.
Aside from the gorgeous view, hiking in good company is enjoyable in
itself. Along the trail, we overcame one
steep hill after another; we carefully
went downhill; we hiked tirelessly and
persistently even in darkness; we kept
to the principle of cleaning up after
ourselves and "leaving no trace"; we
helped each other and got to know one
another.
This hiking trip was incredibly fun
and I definitely recommend it to anyone
who wishes to experience the alternative way of workout. Sophie Starchman
'11 commented after the trip, "It was
wonderful
I felt like I was
Pocahontas."
All these couldn't have happened
without the Outdoors Club. After a brief
hiatus, the club was restarted last year
by four students passionate about outdoors activities: Michael D'Orazio '10,
Zach Epstein '10, Alex Hoxsie '10, and
Josh Rosenfeld '10. The club has organized a variety of outdoor activities
including camping, kayaking, hiking,
snow tubing, cliff jumping, and rock
climbing. The future activities include
skiing, snow shoeing, a cabin trip, white
water rafting, and spelunking. The club
also organizes film screenings of outdoor activities and social gatherings
where food is provided. The club welcomes everyone and is open to proposals
of future activities.
If this sounds appealing, feel free to
stop by the club's weekly meeting at
7:30 p.m. every Wednesday at 125 Allen
Place. For more information, e·mail
trinitycollegeoutdoorsclub@gmail.com.

Coffin Explores Fans' Letters to Beauvoir in Trinity Lecture
continued from page 1
Published in the aftermath of the
Second World War, "The Second Sex"
was one of a number of works published on the subject of broad scope
social science as the world's nations
and peoples sought definitions for
themselves, having seen the sanctity
of human life so belittled over the past
decade. Indeed, Coffin noted, a large
part of the appeal inherent in
Beauvoir's work was her ability to
shape characters with whom men and
women were able to relate to so closely
- characters who shared issues and
values to the point where a person in
the real world could begin to define
himself in accordance with Beauvoir's
character template. This kind of infatuation, Coffin elaborated, was precisely the point; in the second part of her
fo ur-piece autobiography "The Prime
of Life," Beauvoir declares her intent
to become part of the psyche of the
French people.
In her well-chosen excerpts from

.-

the archive of various letters, Coffin
effectively displayed for the captivated audience just how successful the
French thinker was in her attempt.
The physical state of the hand-written
letters themselves, she argued, tell us
more about their authors than do the
words they wrote; their styles of writing, their penmanship, the scratchedout words, and the paper they used
are all factors that help to paint a
greater picture of each letter's author.
For in many cases, the act of writing
the letter was, Coffin asserted, an
attempt by the given individual to distinguish his or herself from every
other fan Beauvoir had ever made
contact with.
In some cases they asked for
advice; in others, they begged for their
stories to be told. In still others they
sought relationships with Beauvoir,
seeking to meet and acquaint themselves with this extraordinary woman
who had penetrated their psyche and
written about their lives without ever
having heard their names. She under-

stood them, Coffin explained. She
knew the people better than the people
knew themselves, and they loved her
for it.
Dr. Coffin spoke with eloquence
and a supreme sense of familiarity,
describing Beauvoir with all the detail
and precision with which one might
describe an old friend. Indeed, in reference to the fact that there is no present record of Beauvoir's responses to
her following, she simply explained
that the important part of the equation was the current archive. "We
know what she would have said,"
Coffin explained.
The documentation of Beauvoir's
insights and personal opinions is long
and thorough enough that Coffin and
her associates can be relatively certain
as to how she might have reacted to
each letter.
Dr. Coffin currently teaches at the
University of Texas, Austin, and is the
author of a series of textbooks entitled
Western Civilizations: Their History
and Their Culture.

SHAUN HUA NG '12 1 STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Judith G. Coffin lectures about Beauvoir's letters .
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After Graduation: A Day in the Life of a Trinity Alumnus
A Recent Graduate and Former Tripod Staffer Satirizes Life after Leaving the Haven 'Neath the Elms
CARVER DISERENS '09
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

"Keep your lives free from the love of
money and be content with what you
have, because [. . .] 'Never will I leave
you; never will I forsake you."'
Friday, 7 a.m.: There is no sound
in the world more unpleasant than my
alarm clock. Not just the physical sound
(think, dorm fire alarm), but what it
stands for: I have to get up. There is no
other option, you know, like there was
with class. The only thing that will get
me through this day is the knowledge
that I'll be back in Hartford tonight,
pretending I'm still in college.
7:15 a.m.: The unwritten book of
employment rules prohibits me from
sporting the grizzled beard that I have
amassed over the past 24 hours. I'm
forced to scrape it off, wasting five min·
utes and losing a tablespoon of blood in
the process.
7:30 a.m.: "Death before dishonor,
nothing before coffee." 'Nuff said.
7:5s a.m.: This is the train I take
every morning. I see the same faces on
the platform. I sit in about the same
seat. I get through the same number of
news stories in the paper on every ride
in (read: I do most of the crossword.) If
you want to know what "A Week in the
Life of an Alumnus" is like, just read
this article five times.

1:15 p.m.: I update my fantasy
football team (snagged Miles Austin,
son!). These are the things that keep me
going. I'd tell you all about how awe·
some my team is but a) I don't have
room for 2000 extra words and b) you
can't possibly give a$#!%. What? I can't
say $#!% in the Tripod'? Seriously? Have
you seen the Humour section this
semester?
1:30 p.m.: I finish off lunch while
perusing the Tripod online to see how
the school is surviving without me. Let's
see: uproar about a fraternity party, illness spreads like wildfire (facilitated by
red cups, no doubt), and budget cuts are
looming. Good to see that I'm not the
only one dealing with the Groundhog
Day syndrome.
2 p.m.: The other thing that keeps
me going at work just walked up to my
desk wearing high heels and a low-cut
shirt that I would've thought was defr
nitely NSFW. Not complaining; I mean,
if she didn't have a boyfriend ... wait a
second, I think I might be violating
company policy by talking like this.
3:30 p.m.: My food coma is in full
force and my second wind is nowhere to
be found. I would easily forfeit an hour's
pay if I could sleep right now. I really
should've gone to work for Google. I
heard that all their employees get nap
time, spa treatments, and crocodile skin
toilet seat covers.

4 p.m.: I get a text message from
I arrive at w9rk ~o fine}. : Trinity's emergency alert system. Oh
twice my body weight in paperwork sit- no! Not again! As expected, I open the
ting in my inbox. My coworkers hasten message to find a nice little note from
to hide any sharp objects that are near President Jones asking me to give to
my desk. "Vernon Street, Vernon Street, the Trinity Fund.
Vernon Street ... "
5 p.m.: The longer I sit at this desk,
11 a.m.: I am commiserating with the more I wish I had struck it rich with
a friend on G-Chat (AIM is so middle some brilliant Internet idea. You know,
school) about how our days are going. like whoever thought up textsfromlast·
My friend who works for a headhunter night.com or mattressdisco.com. They
just interviewed a candidate with a never have to work another day in their
resume
titled,
"Detai
Oriented lives!
Accountant." He's having the worse day
so far.
6 p.m.: Paperwork be damned, I'm
out of here (early) because I've got a
12 p.m.: After alphabetizing a date in the Hartbeat. If I drive like a
stack of papers, I get up to take them to Hartford resident, I should be there by
my boss. In my haste, the papers slip 6=30.
out of my hand and fall all over the
floor. Thankfully, the bathroom is
s:30 p.m.: I can finally see the
sound-proof and I can blame my chapel; it's like I never left. I drive by
swollen, watery eyes on allergies.
some high school students walking out
of North Campus and ... wait a minute.
1 p. m.: My ha,lf· hour lunch break is Okay, six months is way longer than I
the highlight of my day. In fact, the thought.
meal variety is the only thing that
keeps my weekdays from being a
9 p.m.: I'm crashing at a friend's
humorless remake of the movie apartment (let's call her Becca Beige.)
Groundhog Day. I'm sorry, does that Becca starts asking me about my job
depress you? Maybe don't try too hard and I tell her about it in as few words as
in that science class that you need to possible, knowing that I'm going to have
graduate. Just saying ...
to repeat this exact conversation 200
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times throughout the weekend. She listens intently and then says, "Gee, I
can't wait until I get a job!" I turn to her,
grab her cheeks and say, "Don't you say
that. Don't you ever say that. Stay here.
Stay here as long as you can. [I begin to
shake her face in my hands.] For the
love of God, cherish it. You have to cherish it" (Madison, 1995). Look, I can still
cite correctly! I haven't forgotten it all
yet. Well done, Trinity education!
10 p.m.: We begin pregaming. I
have to slow down after a few drinks;
my college liver, college sleep schedule,
and college sense of appropriate places
to urinate, have all been retired. It'll
happen to you too. Just you wait.
10: 3 0 p. m.: Another friend asks me
about my job. I work for a company
called The People Group, LLC. It's a PR
firm that does consulting and advertis·
ing. We also have some lawyers who
work for us and then there's the invest·
ment sector that works with M&A and
bond underwriting. "So what do you do
for them?" my friend asks. "I put togeth·
er binders and make Excel spread
sheets. It's a pretty unique experience,"
I say.
11 p.m.: It's approaching my bedtime, so I need a 5· Hour Energy to get
me through the night. Just you wait.
12 a.m.: At late night I see a former love interest (let's call her
Obnoxious) out on the dance floor grinding up on Joe Bro. I can't believe she'd
be into him. He's completely unkempt. I
mean, his shirt is un·tucked and look at
that creased fold in his pants, it's prac·
tically poking her in the butt. She
catc~es my eye and immediately turns
around to start making out with him.
Nice to see her too.
12:15 a.m.: Obnoxious tears herself away from Joe Bro to come over and
feign a "So happy to see you!" conversa tion. I repeat my job story and she has
to interrupt me to go upstairs to deal
with a "thing" but she'll be "right back."
12:30 a.m.: Joe Bro comes up to
me and asks if I know where
Obnoxious went. I think for a minute,
then I reply, "Oh yeah, she told me to
ask you if you could wait for her. She's
upstairs taking a dump. She said she
should be back in about 20-30 minutes,
something about too much fiber in her
diet." It's weird, I almost feel bad for
the guy as he slinks away. Not sure
what did it, but I'm pretty sure some·
thing just flattened out that fold on his
pants. What? Just because I've graduated, you expect me to have matured?
Keep dreaming. As he exits the base·
ment, he accidentally bumps into Ms.
Beige with a high school student suctioned to her mouth.

AT Will Never See
Balloons the Same Way

Free Pizza Attained, Epic
Fail Averted

Gravity, 1,
This Guy, o

On Saturday night, AT
spotted two Trin gentlemen
walking around campus
with
special parts.
While strolling on the
Long Walk that evening,
the guys both sported special balloon "packages."
Hope nothing popped during the night.

This weekend, two young men
approached a sorority house door
at 4 a.m. looking for a rumored
late-night party. Two sisters came
to the door and informed the
boys that the party was over, but
that they could join them for
pizza. Still, AT wants all girls to
know that answering your door at
this hour is generally not wise.

The football team weren't
the only ones dropping the
ball this weekend (sorry guys).
AT spotted one frat brother
pick up his female dance partner, lose his footing and tumble the both of them over
onto a nearby radiator. They
brushed it off quickly, but AT
bets it hurt in the morning.

1 a.m.: As I stand at the bar, I try
to convince a girl whom I've never met
that I used to be "kind of a big deal" at
Trinity. Right as I launch into a story
about some of my escapades, she gets
distracted by a phone call. It's crazy
that she could know someone was calling her without her phone making any
noise, vibrating, or lighting up. This
new technology is beyond me.
1:05 a.m.: I turn around and grab
a beer from a pledge and hand him
seven dollars. He looks confused. "Crap.
Gut reaction. Forgot where I was," I
say.
1:15 a.m.: I take a lap around the
basement and stumble upon a magnificent scene. Two fine young ladies are
dancing in an especially friendly man·
ner while a group of young gentlemen
request that the ladies show a slightly
deeper level of affection for each other.
They begin chanting a chorus of encouragement and eventually the ladies
oblige the young gentlemen with a popular sport known as "full-contact tonsil
hockey." I totally forgot that this sort of
thing was socially acceptable. God bless
this fine institution. And by "this institution" I mean beer.
1:30 a.m.: I overhear some girls
talking about how much they like to
laugh at alumni who come back to visit,
trying to relive the glory years. "They
think they can still party like they did
in college, but they are so out of prac·
tice that they end up getting really
drunk and acting like idiots. I mean
seriously, you've graduated, let it go!"
Thankfully, the Psi U bathroom is
sound-proof and I can blame my
swollen, watery eyes on allergies.
1:35 a.m.: As I sit in the bathroom,
I read something scrawled on the wall.
It reads, "Getting over a painful experi·
ence is much like crossing monkey bars.
You have to let go at some point in order
to move forward." Psh, monkey bars are
for kids. I'd much prefer something like
rock clirqbing. Holding on for dear life,
never letting go, doing your best to
cling to anything you can, and the
chance to climb away from the ground
you're used to standing on.
2 a.m.: Yes, I still have the number
for City Pizza in my phone. No, I can't
eat a whole one by myself anymore. Yes,
I'm going to regret this in about 12
hours. No, I'm not going to end this
article with a poop joke, that's not my
duty ... hahahaha ... damn.
2:15 a.m.: I'm getting a second
wind and am ready to rage my face ...
Okay, there's no point in lying to you.
I'm out cold on someone's couch with
chicken pesto smeared all over my
shirt.

AT can't always catch
you and your friends at
your most devious, and,
more importantly, embarrassing, moments, so
share a naughty tale! E
mail us at tripod@trincoU.edu.
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Romeo &Juliet Too Ambitious, Baffling
continued from page 1
the performance did little to
satisfy what the average theatergoer truly craves: artistic
cogency.
Clocking in at approximate·
ly 105 minutes with no inter
mission, this most excellent
and lamentable tragedy was a
daring endeavor from the start.
My ears are far more attuned
to the lecture series and bullsessions of today's strained colloquia than the lofty verbiage
of the Bard - not that I think
myself beyond appreciating
such things - so I thought it
was something of an odd choice
to run the tragedy from start to
finish without a chance for the
audience to catch its breath.
Then again, this perform·
ance perhaps desired breathing room the least. The disso·
nance and schizophrenic struc·
ture of it all must have been a
conscious - and perhaps much
enjoyed - choice on the part of
the director, Visiting Assistant
Professor of Theater and Dance
Michelle Hendrick, and dra maturg, Christopher Baker. In
this Romeo and Juliet, nothing
appeared quite as expected for
a work by the venerable
William Shakespeare. With
music,
choreography,
set
design, costuming, and props
all vociferously proclaiming
different influences, the words
of the play were nearly
drowned out. Though they
were finely crafted in their own
right, in concert they merely
grated on each other.
In this regard, however,
Trinity's Romeo and Juliet did
gain
something
worthy.
Without clear place, time, or
theme, the play benefited from
a timeless quality befitting the
Bard, but it did this at the sac·
rifice of sense.
Michael Bezruczyk's set
design was strangely reminis·
cent of Magritte's work, suddenly sprung to new three·
dimensional life. James Latzel,
Director of Performing Arts
Production, managed the lighting, reflective of not only the
emotion of every scene but
every turn of phrase and syllable, and was top-notch as well.
Visiting
Lecturer
in
Theater and Dance Arthur
Oliver's mastery over costum·
ing was prominently displayed
in a series of fineries befitting
no particular time in human
history; rather, Oliver's garb
was the stuff of courtiers in
some oddly Asiatic, oddly
Rococo, ethereal kingdom.
Performing Arts Production
Supervisor Maritza Ubides'
sound design, and the score of
the play in general, was wellexecuted, if not somewhat jar·
ring to those unaware of classic
Shakespearean
leanings
toward contemporary club
music.
Finally, Lisa Niedermeyer's
choreography was perhaps the
most visually stunning aspect
of the play, and rightly so;
rarely does an audience see a

COURTESY OF AUSTIN ARTS CENTER

The poster announcing the Theater and Dance Department's Romeo and Juliet.

Romeo and Juliet with such
graceful and purposeful move·
ment in not only dance but in
every swordfight (here, stick·
fight), and every occasion for
ostentation in activity.
The acting was, considering
the piece in its entirety, affect·
ed perfectly. Due to constraints
of both space and creative
expressiveness, this reviewer
will only focus on a few roles
that stand out in mind (apologies to the rest of the cast).
Well-suited to the phantasmal
world of this Romeo and Juliet
were Anthony Rosado '13
and
Caitlin
(Mercutio)
Crombleholme '13 (Nurse).
Well-balanced to these gentle
players was the stage com·
mand of Jamie Wilkinson '10
(Lord Capulet) and Caroline
Gart '12 (Lady Capulet). Ryan
Haney '10 (Benvolio) was suffr
ciently maudlin and comported
himself well, drawing notice to
an otherwise forgettable part.
Yet the focus of Romeo and
Juliet must forever reside with
its titular characters: Joey
Matarazzi '11 gave us Romeo,
and Raquel Mendoza '12 gave
us Juliet- it was just unfortu·
nate that they were given so
reluctantly.
If anything in the produc·
tion was flawed, it was the con·
stant reminder throughout the
play that Romeo and Juliet had
little, if any, chemistry. Rather
than love at first sight, I was
treated to two individuals who
were told to be passionate and
tried their hardest to appear
so. The result was not convinc·
ing. I struggled through scene
after scene with these two as
the focus, wincing at each stilt·

ed stanza. Oddly enough, when
relating with other characters
throughout the play, these two
were able to carry themselves
and their characters well. It
was only in the scenes involving solely Romeo and Juliet
that I had to watch in stupefaction. So, while still pondering
where and when and how this
play was set, I was suddenly
slapped in the face with such a
lack of verisimilitude regard·
ing Romeo and Juliet's
romance that I was left smart·
ing for the rest of the play.
As each part of the play fit
together so haphazardly, and
so conflictingly, I was naturally
led to the thought of "profundity for profundity's sake." I
could not begin to ponder and
contemplate one exceptional
aspect of the play before being
rudely confronted with another
surprising aspect. Strangelycostumed Shakespearean figures wandering around a
sparse Surrealist masterpiece
while modern tunes played led
me only to confusion.
Perhaps I am easily befuddled, or perhaps I am simply
living in an age far too artisfr
cally savvy for my Philistine
sensibilities. Either way, when
looking at each of these contra·
vening elements unto them·
selves I could think: ''Yes, that
would be interesting to see in
reinterpretation." All together,
however, they gave Romeo and
Juliet the tone of artistic
puerility. Groping so strenu·
ously for profundity, for some·
one to say, "Now that's art,"
this Romeo and Juliet man·
aged only to run its hand into a
series of random objects.
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pcom1ng
nternational Tour
ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
ARTS EDITOR

This year seems to be one
filled with new experiences
for the Trinity College
Accidentals. They recently
released a new album and
performed with the Moveable
Joints for the first time over
Halloween weekend. However,
the all-male a cappella group
is about to take an even bigger
leap - a transatlantic one.
The Accidentals will be
going on their first interna tional tour over Spring Break
next semester, performing a
number of shows in England.
At press time, the Accidentals
had scheduled three concerts:
one at Oxford University with
the Oxford Belles, an allfemale a cappella group;
another
at
Cambridge

University
with
the
Cambridge Cadenza, a co-ed
group; and a third at a cocktail party which will be hosted
by Matt Reed '07, a former
Accidental, who is currently
studying at the London School
of Economics. When asked
why they chose England,
Finley Harckham '10 said, "A
cappella isn't very common in
Europe except for England particularly at the universities. We really want to interact with the young a cappella
communities there."
Although Trinity, along
with the rest of the NESCAC
schools, is restricting interna tional travel for sports teams,
the Accidentals' tour will not
be affected. Director Ben
Feldman '10 gave two reasons
for this. First, the College will
not be funding the tour. The

Accidentals petitioned the
SGA and received some money
to cover the cost of transporta tion, but the majority of the
tour costs will be covered by
revenue from paying gigs and
CD
sales.
Second,
the
Accidentals plan to contribute
a percentage of their trip
earnings to Financial Aid as
scholarship money.
The Accidentals have a
number of goals in going on
this tour. "We really want to
bring attention to the Trinity
a cappella community and to
Trinity as a whole," said
Feldman. "It's hard to do that
when the College isn't funding
groups to represent Trinity
abroad. Lots of other schools
have endowments for that,
but we don't."
Harckham jumped in,
adding, "We're going not only

Wadsworth-Sponsored POSH
Sale Offers Great Vintage Steals
KAI PAINE '11
FACT-CHECKER

While many think of Hartford as a
fashion-barren land, there are some
secret sources for those who desire to
keep their wardrobe continually fresh
and up-to-date. One such style
resource is the POSH Sale, a fundraising event hosted by and benefiting the
Costume and Textile Society of
Hartford's Wadsworth Atheneum.
On Saturday, Nov. 7, the society
opened the doors of the seven-hour sale
at 10 a.m. , allowing a surprisingly
large number of early fashion-hungry
risers to get first pick from a vast array
of vintage clothing and accessories.
The items, all resold designer vintage,
were reasonably priced and included
everything from men's and women's
suits to furs and designer hat boxes.
There was even a wedding dress prominently displayed in the center of the
makeshift boutique. Shoppers could
find items by a number of designers,
such as Yves Saint Laurent, Anne
Klein, and Bergdorf Goodman.
The POSH Sale was staffed by
members of the Costume and Textile
Society, who have been planning this
production for the last year. This was
the ninth year the event was held since
the initial sale in 1994. Members said
that it was necessary to take some
years off as it is strictly volunteer-run
and thousands of hours must be put
into organizing and executing the
fundraiser. One of the most difficult
aspects is to collect the items for sale,
all of which are acquired through dona-

tions from many of the 7,000 members
of the museum. Another issue is finding a location for the event. This year,
instead of the usual location at the
Wadsworth, the Society chose to use
the Design Center located at 1429 Park
St.
Despite these challenges, the
Society pulled together an all-around
successful event. After only an hour
into the event, several vintage suits,
blouses, 1940s purses, and about onethird of the fur coats and stoles had
disappeared off of the racks.
Surrounded by Society members complimenting shoppers on their taste and
fashion decisions as they modeled various pieces in the mirror, a fashionista
couldn't help but feel at home. Veteran
thrift-shopper Julia Mclnnis '11 said,
"I thought that the POSH Sale had a
good assortment of clothing, not quite
as unique or varied as you would find
in an urban vintage store, but there
were still a lot of good finds. I was
impressed with the selection of Dior
women's suits, which were in great
shape and also ridiculously cheap. In
the New York vintage stores it's really
hard to find inexpensive vintage pieces
from big-name designers, seeing as
they usually don't last more than a day
or two on the racks."
Whether it was the allure of discounted designer threads in a failing
economy, the desire to recall the glam our of decades past, or the chance to
support the work of the Wadsworth's
Costume and Textile Society, the POSH
Sale successfully lured shoppers young
and old to a haven of vintage fashion.

to represent Trinity, but to
expose Trinity to two of the
oldest and best universities in
the world."
A cappella groups at
schools
like
Harvard,
Princeton, and Yale have traveled abroad numerous times
and have made that distinction part of their selling point.
The Accidentals hope to do the
same. "We've toured quite a
bit in the U.S. but have never
gone abroad," said Feldman.
"This has been in the works
since sophomore year [200720081. We've been working
really hard to make this
dream come true."
Harckham acknowledged
what an important musical
goal the upcoming tour will
for the group as well: "We
want to show that we're serious about making music, and

hopefully jump-start alumni
support in the process."
In the meantime, the
Accidentals plan to keep busy.
They've got four gigs coming
up in the next two weeks
alone: a concert on Friday,
Nov. 13 with the Bowdoin
Miscellania; their annual
Homecoming performance on
Saturday, Nov. 14; a concert at
a cocktail party hosted by the
Fairfield County Alumni
Association (along with a cappella groups from Harvard
and Yale) on Friday, Nov. 20;
and a guest appearance at
Connecticut
College
on
Saturday, Nov. 21, where the
Accidentals will perform with
the ConnColl ConnChords.
For more information
about the Accidentals, visit
their Web site: www.trinityaccidentals.com.

PART TIM FULL TIM
JOB OFFER AS SALES
REPSlll
Opening store is looking for
part-time/full-time employees
to mail envelopes or
type documents with the
potential to earn $700$3 ,000 USD per week running
your own home business.
Suitable for anyone willing to
commit one hour and 30
minutes a day.
E-mail belaine03@gmail.com
for more information about
the terms and the cost

involved.
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Trinity Falls to Tufts in Final Round of NESCAC Tourney
continued from page 16
time at 1-1, Trinity got a final
chance as forward Christy
Bradley '11 sent a pass toward
the middle of the goal where
defensive back Payson Sword
'12 was waiting. Sword scored
the winning goal with just
eight seconds left on the clock,
sending the Bantams into
their first-ever NESCAC final.
"It was incredible to play at
home and have so many people
come out to the games," said
Sword. "I think it really raised
our level of play. To win the
Bowdoin game with eight seconds left on the clock was

absolutely amazing. No one
gave up, and just about every
person on the field contributed
to the play that created the
final goal."
In the second game on
Saturday afternoon, the Tufts
University Jumbos scored
three first- half goals to defeat
Williams College and advance
to their second straight
NESCAC final.
In last year's final, Tufts
lost 1-0 to Bowdoin. The
Jumbos' semifinal game was
their fifth straight victory and
improved their overall record
to 15-1.
Trinity and Tufts had met

PETER SMITH '101 STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Defenseman Payso n Sword ' 12 scores the game-winning goal in Saturday's ga me.

Despite a valiant effort, the Bantams lost to Tufts in the final round of the tourney.

once before in the regular sea son. The teams played on
Saturday, Oct. 17 at Tufts, in a
battle of then-unbeaten teams.
Trinity won 2-1 in overtime,
giving the Bantams the
tiebreaker over Tufts when
both teams finished 14-1 in
t he regular season. The final
promised to take on the same
competitive atmosphere, as
Tufts and Trinity were nationally ranked No. 4 and 5,
respectively, entering the tournament.
Tufts got on the scoreboard
early, scoring the game's first
goal just two minutes in. Tufts

controlled much of the first
half, getting off several good
shots early and scoring two
more goals in the last five minutes of the first half.
Down 3-0 at halftime, the
Bantams did not give up and
fought back in the second period. The Bantams netted their
first goal of the game with less
than 15 minutes left when
Robyn Williams '11 found the
back of the net off a corner
pass from Sword.
Trinity pulled within one
minutes later with a second
goal off a similar play to the
first score. Sword sent a corner

pass to Bradley in front of the
goal, who in turn set the ball
up for Williams' second score.
Then Tufts sophomore
goalie Marianna Zak snapped
back into form, making several
key saves at in the closing
minutes to preserve the
Jumbos' first ever NESCAC
title. The Trinity defense shut
out Tufts in the second half,
but the Bantam rally fell just
short at 3-2.
"It was obviously not the
outcome we hoped for, but we
played extremely well," said
co-captain Meg Ryan '10. "I
think it says a lot about the
character and fight of this
team to be down 3-0 at halftime and come back to make it
a one-goal game. The effort
this weekend was incredible.
We never ever give up. It was
a hard-fought game and a
credit to Tufts, but I am excited to see what we can do in the
NCAA tournament and look
forward to the next challenge."
With the win, Tufts secured
the NESCAC's automatic bid
to the NCAA tournament. The
Bantams received an at-large
bid despite the loss.
Based on their seed, the
Bantams were given a firstround bye. On Saturday, Nov.
14, they will play the winner of
the
University
of
Massachusetts at Dartmouth
and
Middlebury
College
matchup.

Men's Cross Country 10th in NE Ainherst Wins, Hands
Bantams Second Loss
ERICA STISSER '11
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

For such a small breed of
poultry, bantams sure can run
fast. The Trinity College men's
cross country team proved this
fact on Sunday, Nov. 1 at the
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
Championship
meet
in
Manchester, Conn. Out of 11
big-name
New
England
schools, Trinity placed 10th
with 243 points and some
impressive race times.
Co-captain
Brendan
Powers ' 11 led his fellow
Bantams with a 33rd-place
individual finish, a formidable
task when pitted against 120
other runners . Powers kept a
steady 5:33 mile pace, completing the eight-kilometer course
in 27=45.
Dan Scully '12 followed
close behind in 27=52, with

Blake Fisher '11 and co-captain Ryan Lane '10 rounding
out the top half of the Bantam
runners. Perseverance and
heart are the strengths manifest in these competitors.
These strengths shone through
at the Saratoga Invitational at
the end of October.
Williams took first place at
the NESCAC championships,
breaking ground with an
impressive 40-point finish .
Williams'
runners
senior
Edgar Kosgey and sophomore
Josephat Koima , both of
Eldoret Rift Valley, Kenya,
were the second- and third·
place finishers in the race ,
keeping 5:12 and 5:16 mile
paces, respectively. The top finish among individual runners
went to Hamilton College's
Peter Kosgei of Kapsabet,
Kenya. Finishing 1 7 seconds
ahead of Kosgey, Kosgei was
victorious with a time of 25:40

The Tripod congratulates

•••

Trinity College Freshman Men's
Rowing Team
On Saturday, Nov. 7, the First-year men raced in the
Dartmouth Freshmen Invitational Green Monster
Regatta on the Connecticut River in Hanover, N.H. The
men raced in two eights against a field of 23 boats. The
first boat came in first overall, beating out the Harvard
Lightweight eight and the Yale Lightweight eight. The
second Bantam boat came in fifth overall. Trinity also
won the Team Trophy, determined by combining finishing times for each team's first and second eights.

- an astounding five minutes
and eight seconds per mile. It
was a decisive win for
Williams, followed by Amherst
College with 88 points in second
place,
and
Tufts
University in third with 90
points.
The race at Manchester
was the fourth consecutive
NESCAC championship meet
for the Trinity men's team, and
the determination the runners
have shown this season proves
that Bantam cross country
team is worthy of recognition.
A small group of only 13
runners, the team has managed to finish in the top 30 percent of competing teams three
times this semester, out of only
six races.
The season is coming to a
close, with only two meets left
in the month of November. As
the air gets colder, the runners
will have to work harder to
improve their race times to be
a cut above the rest.
Cold-weather
r u n ning
requires 15 to 20 percent more
oxygen in the body t han warm weather runnin g, and main taining a consistent mile pace
is difficult with a portion of
muscle energy converted to
shivering.
The Ba ntams will have to
train hard, build speed, and
improve enduran ce for t h e
meets ah ead. Based on wh at
we h ave seen th is season, th ey
h ave some wor k t o do.
However, Bantams are determined little birds, and they are
ready to race.

continued from page 16
For his effort in the win,
Amherst senior linebacker
Mike Taylor won NESCAC CoDefensive Player of the Week.
He recorded 11 total tackles,
including one for a loss.
Trinity linebackers Walter
Fallas '12 and Francois
Auzerais '11 both totaled nine
tackles in the game. Herman
Brito '12 and Chuks Ekwelum
'10 got sacks for the Bantams.
Trinity defenders also came up
with three interceptions, two
by safety John Marinelli '10
and one by Mike O'Connor '"10.
Marinelli's first interception
came in the end zone after the
Lord Jeffs moved the ball down
the field thanks to several

Bantam penalties.
Quarterback
Craig
Drusbosky '11 completed 17 of
29 passes for 122 yards with no
touchdowns or interceptions.
He was also sacked four times
by the Lord Jeffs. Receiver
Winston Tuggle '10 and
Starnes both caught seven
passes for 44 yards to lead the
Bantam
passing
attack.
Starnes ran the ball 29 times
for 117 yards in the contest.
The Trinity seniors were
visibly upset at the end of the
game upon the realization that
they would not repeat as
league champions. They will
play the Wesleyan University
Cardinals to finish their sea son on Homecoming next
Saturday, Nov. 14.

ALEX FITZGERALD '10 I SPORTS EDITOR

Quarterback Craig Drusbosky '11 threw for 122 yards with no interceptions.
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Inside Sports :
Men's cross country
races for a NES CAC
championship title,
page 15
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Field Hockey Second in NESCAC Football Team Loses
Game, League Title
ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPO RT'S WRITER

This weekend, the Trinity
College field hockey team
hosted the New England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC)
Championship Tournament.
The Bantams, the tournament's top-ranked team, had
advanced to this weekend's
semifinal round after a 2· 1 victory over the Connecticut
College Camels on Sunday,
Nov. 1.
On Saturday, Nov. 7, the
first semifinal game took place
on Robin L. Sheppard Field
and featured Trinity versus
the Bowdoin College Polar
Bears, two·time defending
National Champions and winners of the last four NESCAC

ALEX FITZGERALD '10

PETER SMITH '10 J STAFF PHOTOGRAPHE R

The Bantams beat Bowd oin College in the semifinals of the NESCAC tourney.

titles.
In the hard·fought score·
less first half, Bowdoin was on

the attack. But, thanks to the
tough Bantam defense , they
did not get many good shots on
goal.
Bowdoin came out strong in
the second half, but Bantam
goalie Gina Dinallo '12 made
several impressive saves to
keep the game scoreless.
Eventually, the offensive persistence proved overwhelming
as Bowdoin junior midfielder
Ingrid Oelschlager scored the
game's first goal about 10 min·
utes into the second half.
The Bantams fought back
and tied the game with 7:20
left on the clock with a goal by
co·captain Carrie Wolcott '10,
assisted by defender Maggie
Epstein '12.
Just as it looked like the
game might be headed to over-

PETER SMITH '10 J STAFF PHOTOGRAPH ER

Bant:;im Robyn Williams '11 races a Bowdoin rival to the ball in Saturday's game.

see TRINITY on page 1S
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running back as quickly as possible. Starnes lined up behind
center with running back
The Trinity football team Bobby Jackson '10 in the backlost its second straight game field with him. The formation
and a chance 'at the league was effective as Trinity
title, falling to the Amherst marched down the field behind
College Lord Jeffs 23·12 on Starnes' rushes. With the ball
Saturday, Nov. 7.
on the Lord Jeffs four-yard
Instead of clinching at least line, Trinity tri-captain and
co·Champion of the New safety Ben Sherry '11 lined up
England Small College Athletic at quarterback and ran left
Conference (NESCAC), Trinity into the end zone for the touchfell to 5-2 on the year, two down. A blocked extra point
games behind Amherst with left the score at 9-0.
only one game left in the sea Relying heavily on the arm
son. The loss was Trinity's first of junior quarterback Alex
to the Lord Jeffs in eight years. Vetras, Amherst engineered a
Trinity jumped to an early 9-0 touchdown drive of their own.
lead in the first quarter and Vetras accounted for all but 5
was up 12-7 at halftime before of his team's 66 yards and
Amherst scored 16 unan- threw a 20-yard touchdown to
swered points in the second sophomore receiver Will Reed
half.
to cut the Bantam lead to 9-7.
As evidenced by the scoring, Costello added another field
the game was a tale of two goal in the second quarter,
halves. Both teams played stretching the Trinity lead to
stingy defense in the first half, 12-7 at the halftime break.
allowing just a couple of big
The Trinity offense was
plays that l~d to scores. mostly ineffective in the second
Amherst's defense allows the half, with only one drive gain fewest points per game in the ing over 10 yards and two
conference, and started playing drives that went for negative
as such in the second half, yards.
Good field position
holding the Bantams to just 43 made for an easy touchdown
yards of total offense (40 of for the Lord Jeffs. On the first
which came on their last play from the Bantams' 37drive) . Trinity's defense went yard line, Vetras hit a streak·
in the other direction, allowing ing Reed for their second scorthe Lord Jeff offense, which ing connection of the game.
had been quiet in the first half, The Lord Jeffs went for two,
to score on four separate and failed, but it did not matter in the end, as Trinity did
drives.
Trinity started the game not score again.
strong, with scores on their
The next Amherst drive was
first two drives. Running back kept alive when Bantam corOliver Starnes '10 carried the nerback/kick returner Harry
ball four times on the drive for Melendez '11 was unable to
53 yards, leading to a field goal field the Amherst punt, giving
by kicker Tim Costello '12. the Lord Jeffs great field posi·
After forcing a three-and·out, tion on the Trinity 9-yard line .
Trinity got the ball back on its Vetras' third touchdown pass of
47-yard line.
the day made the score 20-12.
The Trinity coaching staff Amherst would tack on anoththought this was the appropri- er field goal before the end of
ate time to use its own version the game, making the final
of the pro-popular "wildcat" score 23-12.
offense. This type of offense is
see AMHERST on page 1S
aimed at getting the ball to the
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940 The Pittsburgh Pirates and the Philadelphia Eagles played a football
game without a single penalty.
1957 Cleveland Browns Don Paul set a club record for Jongest fumble return,
when he recovered a Pittsburgh Steelers fumble and ran 89 yards for a touchdown. The Browns ultimately won, 24-0.
1964 The Atlanta Braves signed a 25-year lease allowing them to play in
Atlanta's new stadium.
1971 Third baseman Joe Torre won National League Most Valuable Player in
his 1lth year in the Major Leagues.
1972 New York Mets outfielder and slugger Shawn Green was born. Some
argue that Green was the best Jewish player since Sandy Koufax. He retired in
2008 with 328 career home runs and 1,071 RBis.
1974 The New York Giants and the New York Jets met for the second time
ever. While the Giants won the first game, the Jets took this 1974 game in
overtime by a score of 26-20.
1991 Cleveland Browns quarterback Bernie Koser threw a pass that was intercepted, ending his NFL record of 308 passes without an interception.
1996 Miami Dolphins quarterback Dan Marino became the first player to
reach 50,000 career passing yards. In the Nov. 10 game against the
Indianapolis Colts he threw a pass to OJ. McDuffie. Marino ultimately retired
with 61,361 yards.
Compiled by Emily Gittleman
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O liver Srnrneh '10 tries to outrun Amhen.t defenders in Saturday's game.

